Find the Perfect Fit

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Select a ring from your jewellery box or find one that fits the finger on which you wish to wear your new ring.

2. Move the ring along the chart below until the black circle matches up against the inside of the ring, being sure you can see the entire black circle.

3. If you are uncertain or your size does not appear on the chart, please visit your local Prouds store to find your perfect fit.

4. A majority of our rings are ordered in a size ‘O’. If your ring needs to be resized smaller or larger, this will attract an additional charge. NOT all rings can be re-sized, please go to your nearest store or contact our customer service team for information on re-sizing, the relevant charges and lead-time.

5. Custom made rings. This option is only available in-store. Please check our website for your nearest store.

HOW TO PRINT

1. When printing, ensure that the Page Scaling option is set to “None” in your print screen.

2. Once printed, measure the ruler below to check that it is exactly 50mm long. If the measurement is not correct, you will need to check your printer settings and print a new page.